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The Ursinus Weekly
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1948

VOL. 48, NO.5

Price, Five Cents

Varsity Letter List Dewey Takes Campus Elections in Landslide Thespians S e lee t
•
Includes 43 'Athletes As 738 ' Students Vote In
Preview Bcillotin "Uncle Harry" Cast
g

Each year, as is the custom, the
"Uncle Harry," the Curtain Club's
Ursin us Sports Department awards
first production this year, will ~e
DEWEY
RALLY,
URSINUS
VERSION
POLITICAL
RALLY HIGHLIGHT presented on December 3 and 4 m
letters to those athletes whose
.
achievements in anyone of the six
' ACTIVITIES the Thompson -Gay gym. The play,
OF
COMMITTEES
major sports offered at Ursinus, is
a psychological drama written by
exemplary. This year's list of letterThomas Job was a success on
Gov.
Dewey
scored
a
smashing
winners is long and impressive
Broadway several years ago with
victory in the campus electionS Eva Le Ga!tenne and Joseph Schildwith several two letter winners and
conducted by the Pre-Legal Society klaut in the lead' roles. It is a
one three letter winner in Dave
Bahney, a versatile athlete who
on Wednesday with 521 votes as murder mystery of great intensity
garnered letters in soccer, baseball
compared to 121 for Truman, 35 for and depth concerned with the domand basketball.
ination of a man by his two sisters,
Wallace, 28 for Thurmond, and 25 the means he uses to overcome this
Others to share this honor with
I for Thomas, with 8 scattered. The domination, and his eventual deBahney in winning 1947 soccer letelection followed an enthusiastic gradation. The scene is laid in
ters were: John Arthur, Russ Berry,
I political rally at which Representa- England around the turn of the
Ken Fordham, Bill Meinhart, John
tive Samuel McConnell (R) and century.
Peterson, John Powell, John Young
I Harry Kelly (D), rival candidates
and Richard Wentzel.
Tryouts for the play were held '
: for Congress from Montgomery last Tuesday and Wednesday nights
The basketball team, runners-up
County,
were
guest
speakers.
for last year's Middle Atlantic title,
at Superhouse. Attendance at the
I Jim Moore '50 and Frank Ed- tryouts was excellent as the exawarded letters to the following
wards '50, organizers of the campus
men: Dave Bahney, Nor.m Bertel,
I Republican and Democratic par- citement on campus concerning
Hal Brandt, Bill Forsythe, Bob
this play has surpassed anything
ties, respectively, introduced their
Gehman, Bob Jaffe and Bill Myers.
in recent years. The cast finally
I
speakers
while
Jim
Lorimer
'49
The highly successful baseball
decided upon is as follows: Lettieserved as moderator.
team has awarded letters to the
Gerry Navis '49; Miss Phipps~
Mr.
Kelly,
former
editor
of
the
following athletes: Dave Bahney,
Ambler Whitemarsh Valley News Doris Dalby '50 ; Mr. Jenkins- Bill
Robert Gehman, Robert HaUinger,
emphasized
his position as an in- Jordan '50; George Waddie-Dick
Ron Landis, Doug Leander, Eddie
Representative Harry K. McConnell, Republican Congressman from
dependent,
running
on the Demo- Reid '49; Hester- Muriel Scholl '50;
Montgomery County, speaking at the Pre-Legal Society's political
Miller, Melvin Smithgall, George
D'Arey-Jack Bower '51; Burtoncratic ticket.
He stressed the Emile Schmidt '51; Lucy-Nancy
rally on Tuesday.
Saurman, Don Stauffer, Roy Todd
faults
of
the
much-abused
80th
and Dale White, a '47 letter winBare '51; Uncle Harry-John Ulmer
Congress on such issues as housing,
ner.
'49; Nona-Anne Hughes '50; Aland
education
and
gave
a
labor,
The track team who performed
bert-Bill Keller '50; Blake-All
sketch
of
his
experiences
with
capably at all meets last year and
Mazurkiewicz '50; Ben- Fred Tischlabor
and
politics
in
general.
Mr.
set a few new outstanding marks
'49; The Governor-Ivan LeaKelly's obvious faux pas committed ler
in field events, announced awards
man '51; and -the Matron-Cathduring
his
closing
poem,
unfortunto the following athletes: Russ
This reporter was seen terrifying
More than fifty members of the
erine Faust '49.
Bender, Roy Blydenburgh, William YW-YMCA were present at the several members of the student ately spoiled the effect of his minThe four groups of the Curtain
Elliott, Richard Gradwohl, George Fireside Chats held last Wednesday body late Thursday night. It seems ute of silent prayer . .
Club will present a program on
Rep.
McConnell,
after
briefly
(Continued on page G)
evening at Shreiner Hall, Bairds', that he, she, or it-take your pickNovember 9, feature of which will
and the homes of Dr. Baker and was given an assignment by this mentioning his college life at Penn, be a vaudeville show by Jane
accentuated
the
need
for
college
Dr. Heilemann. Luther Heist '50, newspaper to interview a certain
Nagel's group. The other three
George Dillinger '49, Charlie Idler number of Ursinus upperclassmen students to take an active interest groups, headed by John Ulmer,
'49, and Dick Kneller '49 were the and underclassmen about their in politics through the two estab- Bob Hekking, and Catherine Faust,
student leaders directing the dis- "pet gripes in college life." It seems lished parties. He then devoted the will give short skits.
cussion which centered around the a pity that all you students of thls remainder of his time to a question
On Thursday evening, the Alumni question, "What are our basic institution-and I do mean "in- and answer period during which he
stitution"-could not be approach- answered most of and evaded the
Memorial Library was the scene of Christian principles?"
rest of the questions admirably.
a concert given by Miss Karen RaConsideration of this question ed and divested of his, her, or its
In keeping with the spirit of the
nung, lyric soprano, and Mr. John precipitated debate on the autl'lori- knowledge, I did have my eye on evening, the overwhelming RepubKlein, composer-accompa~ist. Miss tativeness of the Scriptures and of a cute, blonde fellow, girl, or ob- lican majority band awed us with
Ranung presente~ a v~rIed wel~- the creeds drawn up by church ject but it disappeared. Oh, well!
W. A. A.
One of our frosh, Sara Weirich, a profound and varied exhibition
known program, mcludmg Amen- councils. A few doubts were exof musical talent, and both parties
.
can, French, Ger~an, and Danish I pressed in regard to the generally states that, and I quote, "I get bedecked Bomberger with political
At a recent ~eetmg the W.~.A.
tired
of
Monday's
spinach
on
Frisongs-and an ana fr?m "Madame accepted Christian principles. The
posters. The Republicans outdid chose th~ followmg members as I~P
Butterfly." Many outslders, as well . overwhelming majority agreed, day's fork." Roger de Mars, a mem- themselves in supplying their loyal re~entatives .to t~e ce.ntr~l Nommas students and faculty ~embers, however, that the Trinity, the div- ber of the heroic body of Fresh- followers with decorated signs and at~ng CommIttee. Sem.or r eprese?t9:ttended the concert, fillmg the inity of Christ, and the resurrec- men, says that his "pet gripe" is placards of every shape and des- atIve, Doro~hy Hetnck; Jumor,
hbrary.
tion are the foundations of our be- "those horrible meals on Friday." cription.
Two non-conformists Mary Evans, and Sophomore, Janet
Paul Scheirer, a harrasseGi SophThe higppoint of the perform- liefs, and cited faith, prayer, the
even displayed Confederate flags. Hunter.
.
ance was reached when the lovely Bible love of one's fellowman and omore, no more harrassed than the
The rally and election were a
The
.A.A. .council, mana~ers,
and talented Miss Ranung sang the i~mortality of the soul as' fur- poor Freshman History I students, gratifying success and we feel that manageIs ass~tants, and aldes
"Jeg Elsker Dig" ("I Love Thee") ther fundamental Christian prin- said, "I could stand less outside it shows a healthy desirable spirit shall. me~t at 6.4~ p. m. Wednesday
reading assignments; it's
bad among all those who participated. ~venmg m the. l1brary for a very
by Grieg. Much credit should be ciles.
~iven to ,;vtr. Klein who composed
This Wednesday evening the enough with the reading assigned
lmportant meetmg.
illusion, one of the songs which regular meetings of the Y Commis- in the text." The 3 a. m. visits from
• • • • •
Miss Ranung sang.
."
sions will be held at 6:45 p. m. If "Pizon D" annoy Fred Conlin, so
Senior Class
~on~ the song~ were.
Al.le you have not yet joined one of these he says. Sorry we don't compreIn accordance with the tradiKlokker by C. KJerulf, sung m groups but desire to do so you are hend, Fred. Who is "Pizon D"?
tions of the past few years, formal
Sally App, one of the Junior gals,
Danish; "Je~ Elsker Dig" by Grieg, welco~e to attend.
'
attire for both men and women
sung in Damsh and English; "Rose
says that she "hates eight o'clock
Cherie" (Zemire et Azor) by GretEncourag~d by the growing size classes." Whatsa' matter, Sal, cantStudents who have been in the will be' the prescribed dress for the
ry; "Das Verlassene Mag-dlein" by of the audIences at vesp.ers, tI:e cha' sleep? Poster-making Jane habit of allowing their hearts to Senior Ball to be held December
Hugo Wolf; "Ich Hab in Penna stude~t Worship ~ommittee IS Usher is against "any person who stop beating before going to the 10 at Sunnybrook. This decision
einen Liebsten" by Hugo Wolf; "Un plannmg. better serVlces and asks tells me at the last minute to paint Co)lege Dispensary are requested was made by the senior class at a
Bel Di"(Madame Butterfly) by Puc- the contmued support Of. the s~u a poster." "Pat" Pattison, she of the to discontinue the practice immedi- meeting led by Richard Reid, presicini; "Sea-Shell" by Carl Engel; dent body. Bermce HarrIS, LouLSe genial disposition, to our amaze- ately. Miss Helen Moll, head nurse, dent, on Wednesday.
The class also voted to support
and "Steal Me" (The Old Maid and Bornemann, and Jack Corcoran will ment claims that her "pet gripe" claims that one of the biggest difthe Thief) by Gian Carlo Menott!.1 be the studen~ leaders this coming is "Food", Could that be just Ur- ficulties confronting her is the the forthcoming clothing drive,
Miss Ranung concluded with sev- Sunday evenmg and. Kathryne sinus food, Pat? "Luke" Heist is problem of convincing everyone the purpose of which will be to coleral encores.
Haney will be the SOlOISt.
becoming tired of "peaches at every that the college nurses are as desir- lect clothing and toys for the less
For the next two Sundays Mr. meal." And Luke is not alone.
ous of giving help to students as fortunate peoples of Europe.
Witmer will be the teacher of the
the students are of receiving it.
* . '* • •
"B.J."
Crouthamel,
senior,
tires
SORORITIES THROW PARTIES College Sunday School class at
(Continued on page 6)
Sophomore News
The students, however, often feel
.Reformed Church. The
that their illness is too insignificant
CAMPAIGN Trinity
The Sophomore class will again
FOR BIG RUSHING
.
class wants to take this opportuna one with which to trouble a publish the '51 monthly paper.
9
POPULAR
FILMS
SCHEDULED
Rushing week has officially start- ity to thank Mr. Pancoast for
nurse and, as a result, they allow It was decided that the paper was
ed. Every night this week the vari- teaching the lessons of the first FOR 1948·'49 MOVIE ROSTER their condition to become worse valuable in retaining class spirit
ous sororities will entertain their three weeks and to urge all stuMovie lovers at Ursinus will be and cause everyone, including and making announcements to the
rushees, each sorority having one dents to spend the hour before the glad to know that ·some outstand- themselves, more trouble. This is day students. The co-editors this
churcli
service
each
Sunday
with
night. Because of the away footparticularly true of illnesses that year are John Martin '51, and Aubre
ball game with F & M this Satur- other young Christians in Sunday ing motion pictures have been develop during the night. A stu- Givler '5I.
planned
for
this
year.
They
inSchool.
day, rushees will sign their bids in
It has been the endeavor of the
clude comedies, mysteries, character dent often becomes sick at night,
Room 7 at 1061-. m. Saturday mornstudies, dramas, and psychological b~t waits until morning before class to find the words and music to
ing instead of the usual hour of 1 HISTORICAL AUTHORITY MEETS films. The first of these films, calling the nurse. By then, the ill- the school's former Alma Mater
p. m. The lists of girls receiving
ness is of such a degree that he so they may be published and sung
bids will be posi~d in the Girls Day RECENT GEOPOLITICS SEMINAR "Laura," was shown last Friday is forced to miss classes. The nurses by the student body. A committee
evening in 812.
study
at 8:30 a. m. on Saturday
A gues t 0 f D-ch
d
The other films will be given in wish to emphasize that they are headed by Murray Grove '51, manmorning
r.
arI es L . Ch
..anavailable for call at all times. Each aged to secure the words to the
,.
.
ler's seminar in Geopolitics during the following order:
November 11, "Anna and the King nurse has an automobile . and, if song, and they are now attempting
the past week was Mr. Boise Pennecessary, will gladly attend ill- to find suitable music.
MUS I0 D.pt• Announoes Date rose, authority on travel and dlsof Siam."
either on campus or off• • • • •
Of II th Messiah Presentation covery during the Renaissance. January 13, "Great Expectations." nesses
Spanish Club
February 10, "Foreign Corres- be it Brodbeck, Annex, or private
Mr. Penrose, a native of Devon, Pa.,
home.
Dr. William F. Philip, director of and' a graduate of Harvard, is vicepondent."
Monday night the Spanish Club
The dispensary, located
in will hold its first official meeting
February 24, "The Seventh Veil."
the college music department, has president of the Historical Society
Sprankle
Hall,
is
open
regularly
March 3, "Holy Matrimony."
announced Thursday, December 9, of Pennsylvania. He has been asin Bomberger Hall, room 2. The
from 8 to 4 daily and from 8 to speaker, Reuben Sanchez, is a stuas the tentative date for the elev- soc1ated with the Philadelphia Art March 10, "Suez."
12 noon on Saturday. It is open to dent from Puerto Rico, so brush up
April 7. "Stairway to Heaven."
enth annual performance of Han- Museum, is a fellow of the Royal
all students-resident or day, male on your Spanish and come on out.
AprU 14, "13 Rue Madeline,"
del's MeaiaJL.. Rehearsals for the Geopraphical Society of LondoI},
or female, sane or insane.
presentation are already under way. and is the author of "Sherlean May 5, "Maryland" (tentative)
Old members as well as any new
"The Seventh Veil," a British
Dr. Phllip is hoping to have the Odyssey" and "Urbane Travelers".
members are cordially invited to
same soloists who appeared here During the war, Mr. Penrose serv- film has been recommended by Dr. Junior Class Meeting Wednesday attend.
lut year. The orchestra w11l ed for three years in the Army In- Tyson of the psychology depart• • • •
The Juniors will hold a very lmagalD be composed of students telllgence Division and, for a whlle, ment as an excellent study in psyDay Study Representative
from the college and members of was stationed in North Africa. His chology. Also high on the list are portant class meeting on WednesJoe Wismer '50 was recently
the- PhUa4elpbia Orcheatra. The l~tures were based on the de:velop- "Great Expectations," "Stairway to day at 6:30 p. m. in room 7 of elected as Day Student representacbm.'ua wm colllllt of students and ment of Spanish, portuguese, and Heaven," a British film, "Anna and Bomberger. Plans for the coming tive to the Student Council. Wisthe King of Slam," in technicolor. year will be discussed.
EngUsb colonial pollcy.
(Continued on page 6)
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PAGE TWO

THE URSINUS WEEKLY

Editorial
Recently an explosive hue and
cry has been heard from various
corners of the campus, as exemplified in "The Mailbox," concerning
the undemocratic practices which
accompanied the recent elections
and associated act.ivities at Ursinus. Yet it does seem paradoxical to us that there was not a
greater representation of the student body at either the forum or
the political rally, though 738 votes
were cast in the final balloting,
In other words, the students are
very eager to help make the final
decision, but indifferent to a discussion ot presentation of the issues involved. Of course, there are
some who show an avid interest in
all phases of governmental activities, but these are, for the most
part, the ones who attended the
above-mentioned functions.
This attitude is evident among
the citizens of the entire country.
All of us eagerly exercise our freedoms of speech, religion, the press,
and assemblage, and the right to
vote, to name but a few. Yet only
a comparative handful cares enough about the often blasphemed
principles for which our country is
supposedly fighting. Few of us
bother to fulfill the responsibilities which accompany citizenry under a government, the sovereignty
of which is vested in the people.
As the 1948 presidential campaign nears its climax, one point
seems to be clearest in our mind,
that being the very obvious room
for improvement to be found in
both the Republican and the Democratic parties. Both, for example,
are strongly impressed by the
special interest gro\lps that have
been outdoing themselves with
vigorous activity, such as the factions of the labor problem. Both
resort to smooth propaganda to
camoufiage certain unpopular policies of their machines.
The universal, sincere interest
on the part of the people of the
country will be necessary to see
that the next administration gets
and stays on its toes, eliminating
as many of these black marks as
possible. Need it be Ilfentioned that
the United states is involved in
one of the most terrifying situations this world has ever seen?
Every move of the next administration must be watched and investigated, every doubtful one attacked b~ those who mean to get
the United states out of the fog
in which it has been floundering.
Young people have the necessary
emotional and arousing energy.
College students have access to
the basic knowledge and have been
instigators throughout history. College students are young people-we
are college students!
-Betty Leeming '50
Perhaps the following poem is an
idealistic dream of sentiment. Or
perhaps it represents the high goal
to which one must aim in order to
achieve even the smallest victory.
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I

This was another gloomy weekend for the Ursinus rooters. Oh
well, we have had a better season
than Drexel, Temple, or Navy.

. . . . ..

e~~ :J:J~

At the Wagner Game
~r r ~/-~~- - tT A toast to the sideline football
Webb-McCay
IT th Ed·t
This is sorority rush week in widows-:-Mary Ewen., V~ra Wanger,
The engagement of Miss Harriet o. e
1 or:.
case you hadn 't noticed the out- and Jaruce Gr?~ supphed personal
W. McCay, daughter of Mrs. Ed- , Smce I was .responslble, to some crop of insignia hats and haggard Igrandstand spmt to George Saurward A. McCay, of Collingswood, extent, for ~rmgmg Mr. C. W. looks on the fa~es of present sor- I man, ~ilI Turner, and LOoU Wilt,
N.J., to Mr. John R. Webb, son of Fowl~r here m behalf of the Pro- ority members. We haven't met or respectIvely.
.
Am
th
I
'th
_
Mr. Melvin C. Webb, of Pitman, gressive Party for the recent fmum,
. I believe I shall not be out of place seen such pleasmg manners and
o~g
ose .ga s WI
no per
N.J., was announced recen~ly. MISS . .
..
sparkling personalities as the sor- sonal mterest m the game but
. a t ech mCIan
..
.
.
M cCay IS
a t Wes t J er- m askmg a few questIOns m re- onty
gals are flashing since the WIth
loyalty enough to take 'them
sey Hospital in Camden, N.J., and spect to the subsequent -treatment
"
f f
h
.
.
b
f th 1
accorded the man and his party.
Wallace conven.tlO~ thIS summer. ar rom orne, were Pauline Muni7z,
Mr. We bb IS
a mem er 0
e c ass
It's an odd comcldence that the Isabelle Barr, Margaret Denham,
of 1950.
QuestlOn number 1:
Soph girls put on weight from at- Doris Dalby, Elaine Mullikin., Nancy
• • • • •
Should . not the Weekly staff be tending the parties while the up- Bare, and Nancy Brash.
MOorehead-Lockhart
cosmopolItan enough-o~, at l~as.t, per classmen lose weight from goFred Beckhardt, George Schwab,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lockhart of well enough aware of J.o~lfnabstlc ing to them. It just goes to show Bernie Karasic, and Lee Urdang
Abington, Pa., announce the en- protocol-to afford a VISItor such what real wony will do.
were seen warming up for their
tid
·th
f
gagement of their daughter Eileen as Mr. Fowler the courtesy of first
h
M
h
d
f
Ph
'l
d
1
reference
in
an
article
referring
to
The
Kellys
and
McConnells
took
noc urna escapa e Wl
some 0
t °h'Mrp' J °M~ Lorekhea to
1 a e - his actions on campus rather than over Bomberger hall on Tuesday Bob Baumgart's models.
p Ia a ISS oc ar was a mem,
ight
d h ld
h'
b'
• • • • •
bel' ~f the class of 1948 and is now last reference, on the last page, n IT ~n. 11 e
~thW ~ppmg 1~
Around Campus
doing social service work in Phila- with only desultory coverage in lPO 1 hlCta (Ida y dV!
. ears an
delphia. Mr. Morehead is a pre- comparison with the coverage ~~g er . e~en mg upon your poDr. BrOownback's troops had Satd' l t d t ·
th
1
f granted the "homebodies"?
lltlCal affilIatIOn) enough to please urday to themselves as they battled
me Ica s u en In
e c ass 0
.
• .
everyone.
through their long-awaited Medi1949.
QuestIon numbeI 2.
The Halloween spirit hit College- cal aptitude test in Pfahler Hal1.
.. • .. • ..
Is not the W~ekly ~s~med to .be ville this week-end, when two un- Anyone interested in knowing how
Mil1er-LOoOomis
awar~ of. the. JournalIStiC ,PractIce identified professors (clues lead us to construct a Hodograph, please
Jeanne Loomis '47 has recently of hIgh-.IIgh~mg that w~'llch was to believe that they are associated consult BOob Buzzard or George
become engaged to Leroy Miller, outsta~dIng m an') event Its repre- with the Biology and Political Dillinger. After seven hours of _
Jr., of Media. Jeanne is now teach- sentatlves covered.
Science departments) were seen grueling grilling, Steve Arvanitis
Question number 3:
.
dressed up in their Halloween best. and Jerry Karasic reeled out to get
ing at the Media High Schoo1.
Can there be any doubt In the Business enterprise of the week was some Aspirin (they said), while Irv
Adam
Weekly representatives' minds t~at the sale of pumpkins for Jack 0' GOoldenberg and Marv Miller took
_ Betty Adam '48 is teaching phy- Mr. ~owler was the outsta~dmg Lanterns by youngsters in front turns swabbing Murine in each
sical education at Gettysburg High c?ntnbutor to the forum dIscus- I of the church on Friday afternoon. other's eyes. Dick Peoples is still
School, Gettysburg, Pa.
slOn?
It's not that we don't like fruit wondering if he should have gone
• • • • •
Question number 4:
. cocktail or diced peaches, but if to that dorm party the night before
Flad
What turn of the campus "pre- the menus don't begin to include the exam.
Mary Flad '45 is a mathematics legal" minds could possibly account simpler desserts, such as peach
Bob MacMurray and Ray Dippel
teacher at Wilsonboro School Dis- for the "mock" ballot recently ten- halves or jello, in the future, a seri- celebrated Halloween in typical
trict, Wilsonboro, Pa.
dered to the students, and, would ous mental collapse is likely to hit style at a local night spot. They
.. • .. • •
those minds wish to apologize to our campus. We heard several of tell a strange story of an inebriated
Twining
Mr. Fowler for the direct affront our better students say, after a ghost who set up drinks. Sounds
Nancy Twining '48 is employed to him which the ballot constitut- I grueling tussle with the fruits, unbelievable!
as secretary to the news editor of ed?
that they were just not equal to
There were more ghosts than
the Presbyterian Life Magazine in
Question number 5:
.
the arithmetical intricacies involv- couples at the Rec Hall benefit
Would those same pre-legal I ed in serving the dessert. This is Halloween dance. Had committeePhiladelphia, Pa.
• • • • •
minds wish to define Democracy, what we always predicted would man Jim JOohnson been able to find
Garber
using their ballot as an example? come with specializationl
any witches or goblins walking
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Garber anQuestion number 6:
THE MAIL BOX
about, he would have gladly shangnounce the birth of a daughter,
Can there be a "legal" explana___
hied them into the dance.
Elizabeth Anne, on August 29. Mr. tion as to why a member of the To the Editor:
Now Jim KrOomka is making the
Garber '47 is employed as an assist- student body was denied memberOn Wednesday, October 27, 1948, boys sign their life away when he
ant in chemistry at Penn State ship to the pre-legal group merely a public election was held on the gives them a pack of his reefers.
Jane Usher would like to know
College.
because he objected strenuouSly Ursinus campus to determine the
• • .. • •
to the ballot put out by that or- most popular presidential candi- why people always suspect the
Sare
ganization?
date. This election and certain worst when they see someone with
Marion Sare '48 is at present
sin~~rgY'wentzel '49 events leading up to it are under a black eye. Tell her, Hekking!
teaching English at Somerville
• • • • •
discussion at present by many 'stuWhy was our chapel organist
High School, Somerville, N. J.
Editor's NOote:dents.
compelled to wear dark glasses last
• • .. .. ..
Last year a similar election was Monday morning? Tsk, Tsk Lloyd,
MOoyer
The Weekly regrets that any held. It was, however, conducted it was all in vain-those deep bags
criticism of its news coverage of in a more liberal ' fashion-that is,
Evelyn Moyer '48 is a teacher of the forum has been found. How- more than two factions were on hung far below the glasses.
French at Frenchtown High School, ever, we can give some reply to the ballot. This semester, when
Don't get near idealist Dick
Frenchtown, N. J.
each of the reader's comments in the Pre-Legal Society again spon- Brandlon when he is under the In. .
an effort to explain our position. sored an election, there was a con- fluence of his Philo course. He'll
• • • • ..
HIS LITTLE VOTE?
. BarrOon
Answer number 1:
troversy as to whether only two convince you that you're nothing
Twin sons, William Clark BarPerhaps the reader is correct. parties, the Republican and Demo- but a figment of his imagination.
A voter said in his talk with me,
extended cratic, should be represented on
Harry Schalk is sorry he didn't
"I'm really a lucky man, you see, ron and John Marshall Barron, Visitors usually are
were born October 22 to Mr. and courtesies in all articles. However, the ballot, or, at least, three or five stay in his old room at Keyser's.
For tomorrow is election day
And, when I vote in the usual way, Mrs. Tilton Barron, of the McCann in this case, we feel that Mr. of the eight parties should appear. He says his new room is so smalllt
apartments, Main st., Collegeville, Fowler was given enough recogni- The outcome of the argument was has hunch-back mice.
I'll be voting for something
at the Pottstown Memorial hos- tion, courtesy, or whatever you a ballot which listed only two parYou have never seenpita1. Mr. Barron is the Ursinus Col- choose too call it, when his pic- ties along with a space marked
For a world of pea'Ce
And for grass that's green,
lege
.. • •
in
was a personal insult
Not stakned with the blood of a
ROodgers-Smith
an
attempt
to
report
the
subject
to
Mr.
Fowler,
a representative of
million fold,
460 MAIN STREET
Dr. and Mrs. Reese R. Smith of matter of the speeches-not to give the Progressive Party who came to
Nor torn apart with fights of old.
Philadelphia, announce the en- I coverage to certain persons. Cer- Ursinus on his own time, to adCOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Phone: Collegeville 2371
I'll voice my vote for a better place gagement of their daughter, Jean tainly our reader must be aware of dress a public forum. A further inTo live together with the human to Mr. Robert E. Rodgers, son of the fact that Mr. Fowler was al- suIt was dealt to the candidates
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Rodgers of Al- most completely ignored by stu- whose names were not printed on
race
lentown. Both are members of the dents during the question period. I the ballot and to those voters who
In equality with my fellow man,
: His personality may have been I could not make a free choice. The A Good Place to EatWorking together, hand-in-hand. class of '49.
striking, but the audience came to people at large and not the PreMy vote is small? In size, that may
be enlightened-not entertained. Legal Society demagogues are the
be,
The Weekly is certainly not alone sole and final judges of the com- COLLEGVILtE INN
SYLVAN BENDER
But not in what it means to me."
newspapers that devote petence of the various candidates.
Iamong
-James Johnson '51
ANTIQUES & GIFTS
- United with These things are infringements
more space to the major parties
i than to the lesser-lights.
As long upon the democratic freedoms of
KOPPER
KETTLE
716 Main Street
as the Republican and Democrat~c this country and the men who will
Collegeville
parties
continue
to
receive
the
vast
in
later
years
uphold
these
prinTO
GIVE
YOU
JOE - ELL'S
Isupport of the masses, the progres- I ciples before the bar have here exIsives, Dixiecrats, etc., will be forced hibited a gross disregard for them. THE BEST IN EVERYTHING
Route 29 Rahns, Pa.
The magnitude of this incident
-to turn to the New York Star and
DANCE
DINE
RISTOCK'S SONS papers of its sort for coverage that may not be readily seen. However,
Parties and Banquets
W. H. G
i pleases them.
the injustice done cannot be passJoe and Jim, Props.
ARE CONDUCTED
Answer number 2:
ed over lightly. An insult .of this
Yes-but
didn't
we?
type
will
not
be
soon
forgotten
and
WITH
THE UTMOST CARE
COAL,
Answer number 3:
its results may be far-reaching.
For Eleven Years
We expect to ha.ve
Yes, there can. Evidentally, the This shaming of the basic prinLUMBER
Utsinus men have had Claude
reader, like the average Wallace ciples of a democracy by a supposSOLO-VOX DINNER MUSIC
cut their hair
and
supporter, has become so lost in edly democratic school of learning
FEED
ideals that he no longer retains a not only destroys the faith and
CLAUDE'S BARBER SHOP
sense of value. Our congratulatiOl'lS allegiance of the studenta of the
Where the atmosphere
313 Main street
are extended to Mr. Fowler for an II college, but also belittles and huIs pleasant
Three Barbers
intelligently presented,
sincere mUtates the instruction which they
and the FOOD IS DELICIOUS
Phone: Collegeville 4541
Closed Wednesday afternoons
talk, but Mr. Fowler was only one receive there.
of three Interesting speakers.
-JuHan J. Gerson '51 ~~==~===
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Three Students Visit Ursinus Coeds Laud and -Lament Traits of College 'Male
Gratersford Prison First impressions are the best, I From the ruby lips of our sagaci- And now we see the darker side perJustlongputenough
down that sizzling temto get yourself in-

they say. Therefore we view the ous soph come these words of merit of things from those who know
following with uh-huh's and vig- to do any college mister proud.
men best - the upperclassmen! to a real uproar! You fellows don't
by Walter Rholfs '50
Thursday afternoon, Oct. 14, 1948, orous nods to the affirmative., "With girls who know the male Well, anyway, they've had more stand a chance with these satirical
the double steel doors of the Grat- Check?
sex best, it's college men two to time to do research on the ql}es- seniors on the rampage. Hold your
hats, and remember "Keep SmilThree weeks ago I committed the one! Nation-wide surveys have tion!
College men are definitely pre- ing !" Or should that be "start
ersford branch of the Eastern state unpardonable error of remarking to proved that three out of four lassies
Penitentiary clanged shut behind a group of other girls that I have tried college lads and have ferred stock among women-which Smiling?"
us. By special permission from thought College Men were no differ- agreed that L.S.M.F.T. (Learning is all very nice except that the colFourscore and seventy-six weeks
Colonel Day, Fred Geiger '51, Stan- ent from the ordinary member of Somehow Makes Fellows Terific) is lege men are too well aware of it. ago, we, as lowly Freshmen, set
ley Vickers '51, and I had the rare the male species. My friends, com- the source of more enjoyment and They strut about shrouding them- foot upon this campus expecting to
pletely horrified by this new and greater pleasure!"
selves in their superiority with self- see, among other things, our dreams
You ask the reason for making satisfied smiles. They seem to think of the collegiate male materialize.
opportunity of seeing first hand all totally different line of reasoning,
the intricate phases of one of our immediately took it upon them- such a rash statement as this? that the c. m. label entitles them But alas, the ratio of eligible men
state's most modern penal institu- selves to enlighten me about the Well, it could be that the college to take outrageous liberties with was approximately one man to
tions.
bundle of peculiarities and idio- fellow has really something on the our manners, morals, and money. every two hundred girls. (There
With Mr. Watson acting as our syncrasies that ~ake up our Col- b~ll which other men seem to lack.
College men come from finer were then four hundred girls.) Our
guide, we entered the long, clean, lege Man. Accordmg to them, there Fust of all, the educated person families and are more attached to freshmen reception arrived! What
well-lit conidor. Prisoners, many of are five main characteristics (3: nd usually finds gre.ater ~njo!,ment in them ~han the average person. fond memories! We-Lana, Rita,
whom could pass as college stu- countless. min.ute o~es!) by WhICh the aesthetic thmgs m hfe than Consequently, they are greatly con- Laura, and Lindar-donned our
dents, walked about the hall in you can ldentlfy thls-shall we s3:Y someone ho has not been e~posed I cerned with the impression you "l'isque" evening dresses, fully appursuit of their various 'tasks un- - more fortunate male from hIS to guys llke Pla~ and Anstotl~ . make on being presented to Mama proved by the Dean of Women, and
accompanied by the unarmed less favored brethren. They are The coll~ge male, It se~ms, doesn t and Papa and extremely critical of hiked hopefully down to the "Barn".
.
.
re.ally ~In.d ~n occaslOnal walk your clothes, conversation and even There we saw the dancers, lined up
guards. But every door through (and I quote):
which we passed had to be unlock1. The College Man IS sophisti- wlth hIS gul m the afternoon, be- the courses you are taking at as in a spelling bee, girls on one
ed and locked again before we cated. (So. crew cuts. a~d 3:rgyle ~ox cause he knows that ~e c3:n learn school. Woe unto you if you aren't side, boys on the other, and thus
could pass on.
lend an all' of sophlstIcatIon! Dlg- a gl'eat de~l from bemg m close minoring in music, art, or some it remained throughout the dance.
. contact wlth. the out-of-doO:S. such. The whole affair tak-es on Through the years things have not
Block A houses 400 men, one to nity, too.)
each cell. The cell is an independ- . 2. T~e Colleg~ Man smokes hIS Surely there IS much to be saId, the importance of an all-day medi- changed-the boys are still spellent unit with a toilet, wash basin plpe Wlth an au. (In fact, he also! for th.e fellow ~ho fin?s pl~as- cal aptitude exam. You are likely ing!
and cabinet, foot locker, bed, per- creates a defipite atmosphere.)
ure IS readmg an enllghtenmg pIece to be introduced as the girl he met
Still later we met these "spellers"
sonal items, and window. In each ls
3. The College Man is hungrier of poetry or in listening to some at a Harvard tea or a fourteenth in the dining room and discovered
a set of headphones which can be than th~ average male. (This I can classical music once in awhile. It cousin of the D~Ponts . On one chivalry has not risen from the
plugged into anyone of four radio believe-as evidence I submit this ma~ be that he is merely broke ~nd amusing occasion, I was presented dead. For three years it remained
channels.
week's table-mates.)
can t affOl'd to splurge on anythmg as the girl he met at a model UN this way, but this semester a few
Located in each of the five cell
4. Only 90 percent of all College else, but th~ fac.t that he doesn't I conference at Swarthmore who plumed-knights, left over from
blocks are two shower rooms and Men are Wallace roo~ers; the other get bored :Vl~h hunself ~hen .~lo.ne ' represented Iraq, and who knew.so Kiog Arthur's court, have charged
a complete barber shop. Everything 10 percent are sociallsts. (How odd should celtamly gi~e hIm ,PIlonty much about International Rela- daily into the Freeland Mead Hall.
in the cell blocks is painted a light -I was sure they were members of over the duller, less mterestmg type tions. Had he said that I was Now, at least, a few of us lucky
pleasing green . and is kept im- the prohibition movement.)
of person.
I straight from Bagdad and a mem- ladies get first shot at some of
maculately clean, as is the rest of
5. A College Man's chief in~erThe~e is, secondly, a preference bel' of a harem, I couldn't have Morrison's squirming concoctions!
the prison.
ests in life center around wme, for bemg with someone who likes been more surprised. After that Why just the other night some
Outside, a oasebaU and football wom.en and sor: g . (Other men are athletics ~nd sports. Most college blow, I fully expected him to say within our ran~ were carried out
field, plus handball courts and interested only In the wine and the fellows e~Joy foo~b~~l, baseball, an.d that my father had been principal of the dining-room in a dead.faint.
horseshoe pits dot the yards, pro- women.)
competitlve actlvltles.
~ven If of Central High School but he dis- They had swooned when some wellThese five characteristics should they're not good at playmg the appointed me and made poor Papa meaning gallant not only arose
viding ample physical recreation
On both sides, as we passed down be enough to identify on sigh~ a~y games themselves, they seem to a professor of English at Penn. I when they came to the table, but
the hall, were the laundry, weav- C.M. If, .however, you ar~ still m have. a broad,er b.ackgrou~d by am sure that my jolly, generous, also attempted to assist them in reing, shoe and spinning shops, where doubt, all y?u hav~ .to do ~ note a knowmg what s go~g on l~ the and uttel'ly unambitious father-I moving their cloaks.
prison labor paid about 45c a day few of therr senSitIve pomts. For spo~ts world. Wh3: t glrl doesn t get shan't tell you his occupationAs a parting fling, there has been
turns out most of the clothing for instance, a College Man is extreI?e- a klck out Of. havmg .h er. escort be turned over in his grave that very a rumor about campus to the effect
this and some other state institu- ly conscious of his c~~ standmg. able to expla~n some mtJlcate p~ay ! instant. The evening turned out that all Ursinus women are on the
tions, and a hospital with clean He has an intense dlshke for all or some special method of scormg I very well however-we didn't dis- prowl for but one thing-The Urfive-bed wards staffed by doc- people who refer to him as a "col- to her? It makes her feel that cuss Inte~national Relations _ for sinus Male! Well, boys, "now's the
tors and a dentist. At the very end lege boy" and for all those who she's out with a really all-'round it happened that Mama was as time to slip it to ya." Even Ursinus
of this main hall is the school, fail to remember that a Col~ege guy.
much of a talker as her smiling girls have a minimum standard!
available to all, where the un- Man is superior to ~ll other bemgs
Of course, the coll~ge man is in college boy-all I had to do was
-Surpressed
schooled may learn to write and and must be recogmzed as such. So demand, too, because he seems to smile, say "yes," and raise my left
the more advanced may pursue .t hey say.
know what he wants (even if he eyebrow, which is one of my major
such courses as mechanics, Spanish,
-Depressed doesn't). He's more or less expect- accomplishments. No strain at all. your wallet."
shorthand, and typing. All subed to have some definite ideas on
College men, you expect, have
College men are in a class of
jects are taught by inmates. The
matters of politics and religion. No more respect for women than the their own.
large auditorium adjacent to the
wishy-washy explanations come average person, but alas, such is
-Oppressed
school shows movies in shifts once
from the real collegiate individual; not the case. Not only do they exhe can usually express the pro's pect a goodnight kiss on the first
a week to the nearly 1860 inmates
It also houses the prison band.
--and con's on every question. This date, but a regular petting party
COLLEGEVILLE
At th-e far end of each cell block College is an institution
is definitely an asset, because a girl as well. It does no good to appeal
is a separate dining room supplied Where all who go make resolution: feels that her man can at least to their reason. You must spend
NATIONAL BANK
by a central inmate-staffed kitchen "Gee I'll study! Gee, I'll learn,
bluff his way out of a baffling situ- hours learning the intricacies of
and bakery. The prison is largely So that when I'm out, I'll really ation if necessary.
Ju-Jitsu-pity your roommate!Collegeville
self-supporting in matters of food
earn."
Thus we find the college lad, a and even then you are wise to wear
and sends some staples into the But, alas, there comes a day
completely unique type of indi- silver armour and carry collapsible
main branch in Philadelphia.
When to these hopes we all say vidual. We choose either to take it roller skates at all times.
COLLEGEVILLE
The "t,rophy room," our last stop
"Nay!".
or leave it. I, for one, suggest we
Now I don't mind my manners,
contained the various illegal gamb- Gone the dreams of Einstein's
take it. There's surely nothing to morals and molars tampered with, BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP
ling devices, homemade knives,
fame;
lose. And besides, tests show "proof but my money-well! And only col478 Main Street
blaCkjacks, and escape mechanisms The learning process seems a game. positive" that our men are really lege men will call you up and say,
Collegevllle, Pa.
taken from the convicts. Cards,
in demand.
"Meet me at the corner of Fifth
dice, files and even an intricate College changes many a lass
-Impressed and Main, and uhhh . . . bring
Phone 6061
lona C. Schatz
little pin ball machine lined the And reforms the lads in one great
DON'T MISS
table against one wall. A pair of
mass.
lead-lined gloves and lead chest It seems to have a magic power
"THE RUBY"
Enjoy the cozy atmosphere of ...
shield was used by one small in- Of changing people every hour.
John Vance - Jack Brill
mate as protection when he conBusiness Managers
cealed himself under the hood of For girls, the task of hitting boo~s
a Buick in an escape. An extensive Is shunned for grooming of theu
jointed piece of pipe hanging on
looks.
T. H. JOHNSTON'S
the opposite wall was used by two The guys are seldom apt to study;
BARBER SHOP
LUNCHEON & DINNER Served daily & Sunday
prisoners on a dark, foggy, rainy They're always tempted by "a
night to scale the wall. For many
buddy."
476 Main Street, Collegeville
CaterilJ.g to
of the scores of articles there was Work to do? No, not a chance!
(Formerly from Jeffersonville)
Private Parties Social Functions
Banquets
a simllarly fascinating story of When we hear about a dance.
Open daily from 8 to 8
criminal cunning.
Dates and sports take all our time;
Phone Linfield 2933
Colonel Day was an interesting To waste a day is so sublime.
ROUTE 422 - LIMERICK
and accommodating host, and we
Deitch Reichelderfer & "Bud" Becker, Props.
are sincerely grateful for his kind And when you ask what College
THE PERFECT
does,
co-operation in allowing us this
extraordinary privilege, for we be- We only answer, "Listen, Cuz,
HONEYMOON DOESN'T
I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
l1eve college students, in particular, When we're all through who'll ever
JUST HAPPEN
should be acquainted with the
know
functions of our government and Ju:!t how we blew the old man's
It is best in a cottage all your
its institutions.
dough!"
own, at a guest house exclusively I
==~~========== for newly married couples. Per- .
fect privacy when you wish, or I
FOUR MAPLES
WHO IS PRIDMORE ?
the pleasant company of happy
We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable microyoung people, starting life toLimerick Center,
scopes
for sale. These are all new, in original cartons and
STOP
AT
THE
gether, like yourselves.
Limerick, Pa.
are offered at a fraction of original cost.
Hearty,
enticing
meals
(breakOLD MILL INN
"CHICKEN IN THE ROUGH"
fast until 11 :00), magnificent
Specifi.cations: Overall height 8 inches, turret with
REAL ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
loafing, or every outdoor pastime.
Schwenksv1lle, Pa., and find out.
three different powers. Will accept auxiliary eye-piece for
SEA FOOD DINNERS
Eat, relax and play at our oldhigher powers desired. Fully adjustable on tiltback base.
time homestead high in verdant
Optical system: pitch-polished lenses.
hills, beside a rushing mountain
6-DAY LAUNDRY SERVICE
These portable microscopes are offered subject to prior
stream.
It is open all year to newlysale on the following terms: Price $9.00, includes shipping
weds only. Cottages (with autoand packing charges. Check or money order should be sent
matic heat, and bath) $8.50 per
with your order or $2.50 deposit, the microscope to be sent
person per day, meals included.
C.O.D. for balance. Any check received after quantity has
Cheery room with bath also.
been sold wilf be returned promptly.
Mention dates, if you wish our ,
See your representative
"Three Honeymoon Plans" and i
on campus •••
other folders. Avoid disappoint- I
MRS. GUNNAR RAMBO
ment, write now.
I
Dealers in War Surplus
MRS. FRANCES LEMMOND
THE FARM ON THE HILL
BOX
1130, ROCHESTER, 2, N. Y.
550 Ma.tn st., Trappe
Room 207, Curtis
Box 2501, Swiftwater, Pa.
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Looks Give Books
FamI-I-lar Brush .. off

I

LAKESIDE INN'

SURPLUS
PORTABLE MICROSCOPES

,Norris laUndry
Speed-E Cleaners
Jack Webb
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Bruins F,ace F ~ M:
For 45th Contest
I

by Roy 'fodd '49

by Bob Gehman '50
by George Saunnan '50
WELCOME BACK, JERRY!
' losing to PMC in a play-off tilt,
The Ursinus gridmen wil1 renew
As the curtain descended on the Passers will be able to pick out reAbout this time of year, the grid and finishing in the runner-up their longest-standing football riv- ~hird week. of intram.ural football, cei~ers m~re quickly and the conseason begins to roar down the slot. This year, with an abund- aIry this Saturday afternoon when It was D~l I' Hall W.hICh answered ~usIon WhICh now results from behomestretch for its last month of ance of holdovers, such as Bob the t I t th f 'fl I d f the curtam call for Its outstanding mg unable to recognize teammates
competition and, once more, bas- Jaffe, Norm Bertel, Bill Forsyth,
y rave 0
e er 1 e an s. 0 performance. Long dormant, Derr readily should be eliminated.
In the general field of intramurketball, America's favorite winter and Bill Myers, the outlook for an- I Lancaster county to do ba~tle wIth snapped into. actio~ and rolled up
past-time, edges iQto the athletic other. ?etter-than-average five is the cleated representatIves of three succeSSIve WInS to take. top als, definite plans have been made
scene. Already in Ursinus' massive prOmISIng. At any rate, you can Franklin and Marshall College on I honors from Brodbeck. The chmax for the presentation of individual
new gymnasium, a host of hoop ~epend on Jerry Seeders, well- Williamson Field. The game will o~ the season came when these two medals and a trophy to the dorm
candidates are drilling diligently in lIked b~ players, fans, and oppon- begin at 2:30 p. m.
rIvals clashed last Tues.day and with the most points for intrapreparation for the rigorous seven- e~t:s alIke,. to spare no effort in
~err captured an 8-0 VIctorY by murals. Points for the trophy' will
teen-game card, which the Griz- gIvmg Ursmus another crack outFootball teams from these two yrrtue of a. safet~ and a touchdown be cumulative throughout the year,
fit. In short, we want to wish a institutions have been mauling In the clo~rng mlJ~utes of play. Bob being given for each intramural
zlies will play this season.
Your writer would like to take swell guy the best of luck!
each other since 1894. At the his- Brown s~lrted hIS own end and sport. Ten points will be given-to
this opportunity to welcome back
• • • • •
toric occasion of their first meet- d.ashe~ SIX yards to score the only the winner, seven to the secondour slender court mentor, popular THE GRID WHIRL
ing, the grid fans of that era must SIX-pOInter of the contest.
place team, five to the third-placer,
Jerry Seeders, ex-Penn luminary.
Elongated Ken Reinhart, game have thought that they were witDerr began its drive for fame by and three, two, and one for the
Here's hoping the Bears exhibit captain for the Wagner College nessing a track meet as the Lan- handing Off Campus I a decisive next in line, respectively. The trothe same winning ways which have grid tussle, has certainly displayed caster men completely over-ran and 18-7 defeat. Later in the week, the phy is to be a retirement trophy of
characterized their brand of bas- a consistent brand of end play dur- outclassed the Ursinus eleven 76-0. victory march ineluded a 6-0 tri- three years duration. Hence, any
ketball during the past two seasons ing the current pigskin campaign. Not satisfied merely with compil- umph over Freeland in which Joe dorm winning this award for three
under Seeders. In 1946-47, the for- The lanky Wyalusing, Pa. native ing the highest score, the Diplo- Shaw g.atl1ered in a misdirected Isuccessive years wUl gain permamer Quaker hooper first entered the always seems to be in the right mats have also proven their su- aerial and weaved his way forty nent possession and a new trophy
Ursinus baskeeball scene, and im- place at the right time and has bol- premacy by winning 23 games, yards downfield behind beautiful will be substituted. These awards
mediately produced a winning stered the Bruin flank no end with while losing only 16 and tying in blocking to give Derr the decision. will be displayed sometime in the
third-place club in the Southern his heady performances both on 4 contests. The season of '44 was
Curtis set a scoring record with near future in a trophy case.
the last time the bell in Freeland the aid of fleet-footed Art Baron
Othe activities under consideraDivision of the Middle Atlantic offense and defense.
Conference. That aggregation inJohn Ehnot, frosh tackle, is per- tolled o~t ~ victory over F &: M as as they swamped Off-Campus II tion for the year include intercluded such Bruin basketball greats haps the most improved gridder on the Gnzzhes outscored therr op- with the merciless total of thirty- fraternity competition, an interas Dave Zeigler, George Moo:te, and the squad. The plebe lineman un- ponents 2-0.
two points while their opponents class track meet, and the introducJohn Snyder. Last season he turned der the able tutelege of Coach . Coach "Woody" Sponaugl~, one- failed to score. Baron, whose abil- tion of "Intramural Night." This
out another high-scoring quintet, Kuhrt Wieneke, has improved with tIme F ~ M athlete, has .hIS Blue ity to bring down long aerials is to be an evening of "open" 1nwhich came within a shade of cop- each game and bids fair to be a and. WhIte turf!l1en .operatl~g from amidst a host of opposing players tramural contests, including boxping the Southern Division title, Grizzly standout in future Patter- a hI.ghly effectIve smgle w.mg for- is almost legend, has garnered per- ing, wrestling, table tennis, and
son Field pigskin clashes.
matIOn. . To date the DIploma~s sonal honors in the scoring de- foul shooting. The date will be anRon Landes, Ursinus"Chuck Bed- are sport~ng a 3-1-1 record. In theIr partment to date.
nounced in the near future.
narik, has proven himself a truly debut thIS ye~u, they dow~ed the
The contest between Stine and
According to Lew Wilt, "We want
PERKIOMEN
great Bear lineman during the past stubborn Engmeers of LehIgh 13- the Annex which took place last this program more nearly to apthree seasons. The Lansdale, Pa., 12. They th.en lost to undefeated Monday will be replayed because proximate that of pre-war days in
BRIDGE HOTEL Junior, a versatile football and Johns. Hop~ns 7-0, but bounced the Annex employed an ineligible scope and to extend the opportunbaseball star, could be in line for back m th~lr. next two games to player. Later in the week, the ity of participation in athletics to
the "Player of the Week" almost ove~eome DIckmson ~2-6, an? Car- Annex lads failed to show up and as many students as possible, for
Established 1701
every Saturday, so valuable is he negle Tech 19-0. TheIr .last tilt .was Off-Campus I secured a victory only in reaching a large number of
to the Grizzlies. Like Bednarik, a 0-0 b~ttle fought WIth AlbrIght without even taking the field.
people are we accomplishing our
"America's Oldest Hotel"
star of Penn's line, he is the hub on a ra~n-soaked field.
.
Brodbeck closed the activities for purpose."
• • • •
of the Bruin defense, and a veritSparkl~g the F & M offense 15 the week by defeating Stine, 13-7.
A merica's Finest Foods able Rock of Gibraltar in the Ur- the passmg combo of Galebach to Ex-wingman Dick McCluskey hurl- Revised Intramural Schedule
Field
sinus forward wall.
Lowder. These two have set up or ed two touchdown passes to Gross
executed most of the Blue and for Brodbeck's scores and Fargo Tuesday, Nov. 2Annex vs. Brodbeck .................... 1
===============~=============~ Whlte~ junts lliis ~ar in~ llie g~n~ llie OM ~~essf~ 9ka
Freeland vs. Stine ........................ 2
opposition's end zone. F. & M's point by running. John Vance conforward wall, minus the services of nee ted with Ralph Ziegler for Wednesday, Nov. 3Frank Iancelli, all-state end, has Stine's lone tally.
Curtis vs. Derr .. ................. ........... 1
Norristown
Norristown
• • • • •
been very selfish in. giving ground
Brodbeck vs. O. C. I .................... 2
THURS.,
FRI.
and
SAT.
FRIDAY, Matinee & Night
and has had only 4 TD's scored
Wilt Predicts Future
Thursday, Nov. 4Matinee & Night
II against it all year.
SATURDAY Continuous
In an interview with Luther Wilt,
O. C. IT vs. Stine ........................ 1
Continuous
SATURDAY
I student organizer of the interdorm
GENE AUTREY
Annex vs. Freeland .................... 2
DAN CE
contests, it was learned that real Monday, Nov. 8JEAN ARTHUR
in color
progress is being made in making
MARLENE DIETRICH
Curtis vs. Brodbeck .................... 1
at SUNNYBROOK BALLROOM
these games more authentic. Goal
Derr vs. Stine ..................... :........ 2
JOHN LUND
posts are to be erected on the two
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6
in riotous
ADDED - $1,000,000 Serial
CLAUDE THORNHILL & Orchestra playing fields a~d je:seys have Tuesday, Nov. 9been ordered WhlCh WIll add both
O. C. I vs. Freeland .................... 1
color and class to the program.
O. C. II vs. Annex ............... ~........ 2
Admission - $1.25 plus tax

I

I

I

I

I
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GRAND

I
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"Strawherry Roan"
"Superman"

"A Foreign Affair"

I

I

AMATle 30-DAYTEST!

These throat specialists examined all
these smokers every week and found
not one single case of throat irritation
due to smoking Camels!

THIS TEST REVEALED

Nor ONE SlNGL£ C4SE
Or THROAT IMITATI()N

DUE 10 SMOKING

CAMELS!

PROVE IT YOURSELF in your "T·
Zone"-T for Taste, T for Throat. Make
the 30-day Camel mildness test with
our money·back guarantee. (S(''e below.)

According

to a Nationwide SII",ey:

Jtoneg-f!iJaeA

ri~!

MAKE THE 30·DAY CAMEL TEST YOURSELF
If. at any time during these 30 days, you are not convinced
that Camels are the mildest cigaretre you have ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and we will refund
your full purchase price, plus postage. This offer is good for
90 days from this date.
(S;8"ed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WJostoa·Salem. N. C.

MORE DOCTORS
SMOKE CA--~:~
THAN ANY
OTHER CIGARETTE
Doctors smoke for pleasure. too! Aad
when three Jeadiac iodcpcadelU r~
search organizations asked 113.597
doctors what ciprene they IIDOW.
&he brand named most wu Camd I
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Seahawks Hand Grizzlies Fourth Loss
By Winning Staten Island Tussle 23-6

AS COEDS BOW

IBooters Drop Close

One to Swarthmore

I

Last Saturday the Ursin us soccer
A weak, tw1ce beaten, twice tied formation which time and. ag~in
squad dropped a heart-breaking
Wagner team humbled an even was the major factor in sprmgmg
1-0 decision to SwarthmOTe. How. Saturday ,s I loose a Wagner.
back.
weaker Ursinus squad m
. . t
th
ever, they did bring back to the
.
.
From an Ursmus viewpom,
e
campus a moral victory, as the
staten Island tuss~l by scormg m game was Don Young's show more
Garnet is one of the soccer powers
every quaI'ter to Will 23-6. Wagner so than in any game in his twoof the East.
scored the first time it gained pos- year career. Several of his passes
The Bears put on their finest
session, added a safety on the first an'ied over 40 ,Yards, his kicks
exhibition of defensive play durlay of the second period tallied were long and hIgh enough to aling the jow-scoring tilt. Time and
p
, .
low three or four men to reach the
again on a 57 yard pass play m the safety man before he had a chance
time again the Garnet pounded at
third, and wound up the days pro- to move, and his running was suthe Ursinus goal, but to no avail.
ceedings with a 65 yard fourth per- perb. Only a home crowd should
Larry Pleet, the Bruins' goal tender made many sensational saves,
iod sustained drive. The Bears, on have watched Young lit;lp off t~e
and, with the help of his defensethe other hand, produced a scor- field in .the third ~enod, fo.r, . If
men, kept the ball out of the cage
ing punch only once. They com- ever a smgle. playeI had ~alIled
until the final moments of the tuspletely outplayed the Seahawks for alo~g an Ursmus eleven, It wa;;
sle.
some ten minutes in the second dunng the first half of S~turday s
As the third period ended, each
period, and Stauffer scored to end match, and if ever an U.rsm~s ball
team had a zero on the scoreboard.
the day's only bright moment.
player deserved an ovatIOn, It was
Ursinus was having little luck keep.
when the midget great got up from
Q.umtana ~omps 70 Y:u dS . the ground to struggle toward the
ing the ball in Swarthmore's terriBetty Keyser attempting to stop Swarthmore opponent in Friday's
Ursll1us receIved and ImmedI- bench for a brief rest.
tory, because of the powerful kick2-1 loss.
ately reeled off a. first down when
For a time, in the second period,
ing ability of the Garnet fullbacks.
the referee r~led mterference on a it appeared that the Bruins would
With only three minutes remaing t0
ing, Shane of Swarthmore booted
Ytoutnh 35 ~al~o P:gSSw~~Tor~~~ ~~ snap out of their lethargy and win.
a corner shot and Phil Kriskern
o e . u
u.
.
When once they began to move,
kick and Wagner gaIned posseSSIOn Wagner's chances actually looked
headed the ball into the cage just
on its own 28. ~o plays netted slim, for after conceding the home
beyond the reach of Pleet on a sentwo yards. On thrrd dow~, ~ay club 9 points the Grizzlies producsational scoring play.
The Ursinus girls' hockey team I Although most sports forecasters
Quintana smas~ed the Brum Ime, ed an attadk that seemed good
SwarthmOTe, boasting a more
found a hole WIde enough for ~ve
h to trample the feeble foe. triumphed over Bryn Mawr 6-0 last would have rated Urs~us over powerful offensive ctub, controlled
men and hit the secondary WIth enoug
Monday in an away game. Early in Swar~hmore, th~ OppOSIte proved the ball most of the time during
only'Don Young capable of stopEddie Mille.r's fine
running, the first half, captain Jane Mc- true m the varSIty ~ockey game the contest, but the Grizzly bootel's
ping him. Young was blocked out Stauffer's scol'mg pU!lch! and fine Williams scored on a hard drive played here last FrIday. Swarth- covered themselves with glory by
of the play and the fleet 5 ft. 8 in. end play were all hIghlIghts. But after a scrimmage in front of the more came through to win the viI'tue of their impregnable deNew Yorke; raced the full 70 yards. Reagan's modified T ~as too much cage. Joanne Duncan scored the game 2-1. ~rsinus held the lead .at fense.
Quintana kicked the point.
for the unsuccessful mvaders.
second goal on a flick, after sto p the half-tIme 1-0. Jane I\:1acWilSwarthmore
ping a clear by the opposing goalie. , liams, captain of the varSIty, ac- Poo. Ursinus
Grizzly Line stops Two Threats
Bryn Mawr threatened several counted for the locals' only goal. G Pleet .................................... Pott
Twice during the remainder of
U,.,. ,.)
times in the first half, but the Swarthmore came back in t~e s~c LF Shoemaker ................ Pederson
the quarter Wagner threatened,
~" U1f
quick
thinking of goalie Polly ond half with lots of de~rmmatIO!l RF Ely .................................... Brown
but each time the Grizzly line held.
Mathers
and the excellent defens- and spirit to score tWIce. Had It LH Powell .............................. Valtin
From his own 44, Chris Kartalis
This week, for the second con- ive play of Floy Lewis and Doris not been for the fine go~ work of CH Peterson ....... ..................... Clark
broke through and raced for the secutive Saturday, a pair of Grizzly
RH Berry ........... ..... .......... Doehlert
end zone. A last second tackle by gridders tied for the "Player of the Greenwood held them scoreless. Polly Mathers, U.C. goalIe, the op- OL Duncan ................................ Metz
Bill Turner ended the play on the Week" award, as veteran wingm~n The half ended with Ursinus lead- ponents' total would have been IL Mammel ............................ Place
higher. The excellent . teamwork,
19. In four plays, the Seahawks lost Ken Rinehart, also game captam, ing 2-0.
Play picked up in the second half ~hich s.ee~s to be tYPIcal of Ur- CF Bailey.......................... Kniskern
3 yards and relinquished the ball and Bill Turner received the joint
IR Arthur ......... ..................... Spock
on the' 22. Young then kicked to nomination for the honor. Both due to better passing and rushing smus w.mmng teams was absent. OR Alger ............................ Willmott
on
the
part
of
the
forward
line.
The
lmeup
for
the
game
w~
~
\ Sellitto, who returned to the mid- ends have been representing UrSubs: Ursinus - Lewis, Webb.
stripe. Kartalis's pass to Husted was sinus on the flanks for the past Ursinus scored almost immediately follows: Joanne Dunca!l, left wmg, Swarthmore - Elliott, Shane, Al
when
Mary
Evans
pushed
through
Marge
Johnson,
left
I~ll1er;
Mary
good for a first on the Bruin 32. three seasons and are the type of
Ysir.
Qualben moved to the 20, and Sel- player ' who seldom receives any to score after a short scrimmage E~ans, center fo~war~, Jru:e ~c
Ursinus ....... ......... 0 0 0 0-0
inside the Bryn Mawr striking cir- W~ll1am~, capt:, rIght mner, Amta
litto pushed to the 8 for another prestige for jobs well done.
Swarthmore ........ 0 0 0 1-1
1
The fourth goal was scored FrIck, nght wmg; Connie Warren,
first down. Qualben couldn't gain,
Rinehart and Turner delivered ~;'Mac for her second tally of the left halfback; ?3etty Keyser, ce~ter _ ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
but Quintana moved to the 5. Milt
performances both on game. The last two goals were scor- halfback; Dons G:eenwood, ngh~
impressive
Grosz, burly 200 pounder, was inserted into the Wagner backfield offense and defense, bolstering the ed after scrimmage in front of the ha~fback; Floy L~WlS, left full~ack,
and on his first shot drove to the Bear aerial attack, which proved cage on excellent rushing by Mary EdIth Calhoun, r~ght fullback, Pol1. But the right side of the Bruin to be the only effective weapon Evans. During the second half, the ly Mathers, goalIe.
line stood firm and Grosz was stop- against Wagner College. The two caliber of the forward line play was
After this past Saturday's exhiped short by inches on fourth down. Ursin us ends made a number of much improved by freshman
bition against Wagner College,
From fake kick formation, Fisher sensational matches of Don Young Marge Johnson with her change-oftosses to keep the proteges of direction passes. Although Bryn
there will undoubtedly be a lot of
tried to pass, but was caught fo~ a
remarks going about campus consafety when Jim Saks dropped hIm Coaches Kuhrt Wieneke and Ray Mawr threatened again, the UrGurzynski in the ball game most sinus defense held them scoreless
cerning the Red, Old Gold and
behind the end zone.
The Ursinus' second team set Black gridders. Some will be uniqof the way. Both wingmen were until the final whistle blew.
Bears Hot in Second Period
back
the
Swarthmore
hockey
elevparticularly adept at hand-fighting
uely sympathetic, some polititely
en by the score of 3-0 on Friday complimentary, but the majority
The Ursinus attack then began the Wagner interference and kept
afternoon here at Collegeville in its of them will be pretty cuttingto click. From his own 40, Young most of the play inside the Bruin
second game of the season.
faded back and fired a perfect flanks during the tussle.
especially to the fellows who play
After starting out on the defens- the game. Perhaps they' will be
strike to Stauffer that was ~aught
Young and Ted Yoder also stood
ive, Ursinus got into position to justified on the grounds of the
on the Wagner 30 and run to the out and Don Stauffer hit pay dirt
score with Pat Pattison, center score, but what justice is there in
25. Young threw to Rinehart and onde more to establish himself as
At
Bryn
Ma;r
College
last
Monhalfback, tallying the first goal. making some guy feel worse about
a lateral to Stauffer carried to the the Bruin scoring leader with three
9. On fourth down, Young was six-pointers to his credit. Ron day, the Ursinus JV's exten~ed After this, Ursinus was on the of- something he is already broken up
trapped on the 15 to finish the bid, Landes also played his usual steady their winning streak by defeatmg fensive and threatened through- about?
but when Frank Lafferty recover- game, but, for the most pa:t, the the Bryn Mawr JV's 4-3. Although out the game.
Anyone who has played the game
In spite of the growing darkness knows the sudden empty feeling
ed a fumble on the 22, a new at- Grizzly line was forced to YIeld to the belles won, it was by no means
an
easy
game.
Numerous
and
freduring the second half, Betty Jean when the referee announces the
tack began. Miller pushed his way the New Yorkers during t1!e entir~
to the 16, but two more plays lost fray. Tbe minions of Frank Rea- quent penalties greatly hindered Moyer, center forward, scored twice end of the game and you're on the
the
Ursinus
attack.
for the Ursinus Bearettes.
6 yards. Stauffer then thre"'{ to gan, pro grid star, flashed a devasshort end of the scoring. Anyone
Ruth Pettit was the high scorer
The backfield kept up during the who has played, or is close to someRinehart for a first on the Wagner tating A-formation that baffled the
for
the
day
with
two
goals
to
her
entire game, sending the ball to the one who has played, knows the
6. Miller gained one, then advanc- Collegeville eleven all afternoon.
ed 4 yards after taking a lateral. The end play of Rinehart and Tur- credit. The other tallies were made forward line to keep it in Swarth- heartache that lingers on and on,
Stauffer leaped into a pile of de- ner afforded the Bears a few bright by Betty Jean Moyer and Jea~ne more territory. Honorable men- changing his mood, depressrng his
fenders and pushed over on the moments in an otherwise cheerless Daniels. The entire forward lme tion goes to Edith Parry, right full- spirits, making him bitter almost
deserves credit for some good pass- back and Marge Hooper, left fulllone marker. Ehnot's attempted contest for Ursinus rooters.
ing and hard rushing. Margery back: who played exceptionally fine to the point of unpleasantness. But
placement was blocked.
those who know understand, and
Hooper receives a note of praise for games ..
they realize the psychological letSellitto Scores on Pass
Third Team Clips Penn Coeds 3.. 2 her fine defensive play.
------down of losing a battle they wantThe Bruins kicked off to start
With two victories behind them
ed so much to win. They realize
WHAT THEY'RE DOING
the second half and Wagner marchThe third hockey team scored its this season, the JV squad hopes
that it does no good to comment,
ed 74 yards to its second touch- second win of the season on Wed- more than ever to complete the F & M (Nov. 6, away)
for compliments seem elllpty and
down. Quinlan's dash to the 38 nesday by edging out Penn's thirds season undefeated.
Lehigh 13-12
criticism is often resented. They
was good for a first down. Matt 3-2 on home grounds. The home Pos. Bryn Mawr
Ursinus
Johns Hopkins 0-7
know there is but one thing to do
8caffa then left handed an aerial team started off with a bang, when LW Woodworth ........ Jean Daniels
Dickinson 12-6
-wait until the storm subsides.
to Chet Sellitto, who snared the shortly after the initial whistle, LI Nowell ................ Marion Kurtz
Carnegie Tech 19-0
Then it is time to encourage him
ball on the Bear 30 and raced Marjorie Grauch, left wing, carried C Boas ........................ B. J. Moyer
Albright 0-0
and pour confidence and assurance
across untouched. Quintana added the ball into Red and Blue territory RI Anderdonk ............ Ruth Pettit
Swarthmore 39-20
back into the beaten frame; to
the point.
and sent the ball in front of the RW Idehart ................ Emily Smith PMC (Nov. 13, home)
help him win the biggest battleTwo Bruin drives then went goal cage to have Marguerite Spen- LH Blankarn ............ Betty Hahn
Delaware, 13-7
the battle with himself. Don't let
awry in the space of ten minutes. cer drive a smashing goal past the CH Townsend ............ Pat Pattison
West Chester O-lO
him lose hope. Make him underYoung's pass to Turner was snared visitor's defense. Penn retaliated RH Rodes ................ Lynne Warren
Swarthmore 38-26
stand that there are more games
on the 37, but a poor lateral was with two goals before the Bearettes RF Zimmerman .... Margie Hooper
Johns Hopkins 12-7
ahead and that during defeat he
received by Wagner on the 38· to finally caught hold of themselves LF Gass ...................... Edith Parry
Drexel 33-6
must fight all the harder.
Btop drive number one. Moments and scored twice more. The final G Geib ........................ Jean Leety
Susquehanna 12-6
football player is like a plant.
later, Sellltto intercepted a Young whistle found Miss Marybelle Wal~~~;;;~========= It Acan
be healthy and sturdy but,
pass in the end zone for a touch- do's ably-coached team with a 3-2
cut off from its roots, it withers
edge over its opponents.
back.
and dies. He survives on a desire to
Wagner kicked from the 20 and
Student
Needs
play and to win. He depends on
Aristocrat
Sclrica returned 10 yards to midDON'T MISS
your support. Don't cut of! his
field. Hewitt made a beautiful
and
"THE RUBY"
roots-but rather pour strength
at the
catch of Young's toss to the 36,
John Vance
Jack Brill
and support into a wilting system.
Dolly Madison
but Young fumbled on the next
Business Managers
It's up to you to decide whether or
play, and Brockman recovered for
COLLEGE CUT-RATE
not the team survives.
Wagner on its own 35. ScafJa pass1ed to the Bruin 43, then tossed to
5TH & MAIN STREET
Eat Break!ast
tey Drown for a 40 I.ard gain,
made by
PAUL N. LUTZ, Manager
th Bob Gehman's heroic tackle
- at-:y postponing the punishment.
tana gained two, and Grosz
Phila. Dairy Products Co Complete Automotive Service
store Hours:arr1ed acr08S. Once again, Quln':
473 Main street
5th Ave. & Main st.
9:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Daily
Pottltown, Pa.
na's placement was perfect. .
Collegeville
Collegeville, Pa.
The well coached Wagner eleven
ered a beautifully conceived A- ~=-===~====~=~===

Varsity Belles Take Bryn Mawr Tilt;
Drop Close 2-1 Swarthmore Decision
I

-!

PI)__

the Week

N's Defeat Garnet

To Keep Clean Slate

N's Gain Victory

Over Bryn Mawr

I

ICE CREAM

KENNETH B. NACE

"THE BAKERY"

P=A=G=E=-SLX
________________________________________T_H~E~U~R~S~INUS

Varsity Letters
(Continu ed ( J'om p age 1)

DR. MILLER WRITES ARTICLE I
ON FEDERAL DEBT FOR BOOK

Kennedy, Richaxd Kropp, George
Dr. Eugene Miller, professor of
Pearson, Ken Rhinehart, ~obert
Smith and William Turner.
polltica1 science, has contributed a
The wrestling squad which turn- chapter on "National Expenditure
ed in several outstanding perform- and the Federal Debt" to the reances awarded letteTs to the fo1- cently published college textbook,
lowing men: James Duncan, Ted I "Principles and Functions of GovMiller, Robert Mitchell and William ernment in the United States."
Turner.
The book is the first 'in a new
The last of the Ursinus sports I political science series published by
awards, but far fr0m the least, D. Van Nostrand and is edited by
went to the following tennts play- I Professor Leon Godshall of Lehigh
ers: Charles Tl'OUt, John Vance and University.
Robert Walsh.
Dr. Miller recently returned from
The football awards for the 1948 a leave of absence, during which he
season will be announced at a later did research work in Canada and
date, since the Grizzlies' pigskin South America for the United
campaign has not as yet been com- States Government.
p1eted. The above mentioned awards include only the athletes remaining in school. Those who have RED CROSS SCHEnULES PUBLIC
graduated or left school for any BRANCH SESSION HERE NOV. t
other reason have been excluded
from this list.
Members of the local Red Cross
district will play hosts to the
branch meeting to be held jointly
Campus Briefs
with all directors and officers of
( Continued fro m p age 1)
the central Montgomery county
mer comes from Pottstown, Pa., unit on MondaY evening, Nov. 1.
The session will be held in the Urand is an English major.
sinus College library and the pub• • • • •
lic is urged to attend.
Frosh Board
The topic will be the work Of the
Lee Trimble has informed us
that the Freshman class at a meet- Junior Red Cross organization.
ing on Monday,
October 25, Mrs. Dorothy Evans Copp, central
formed an executive board to ap- Montgomery county chairman of
point the heads of various com- Junior Red Cross activities, will
mittees. This board is' composed of speak on the big work of her deseven members, the four class of- partment.
ficers and three repres~ntatives
from the class. Dan Burnside and
Margurite Spencer will represent
LEN'S '
the on-campus students, while a
day student, yet to be chosen, will
SHOE REPAIR
present the off-campus viewpoint
on the board. Lee says they feel
320 MAIN STREET
this is a more democratic method
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
of managing class affairs.

• • • • •

WEEKLY

Campus Complaints
.

You Can't Miss
This Year's RUBY

(Co ntl nu ~d fr ~ m pa ge 1)

of- lISten to thiS, klds,-"peaches - whole, half, quartered, skinned,
unskinned , diced and sliced". Gerry
Navis had practically the same
idea-"Peaches and grueling lab
periods." Elizabeth Gross, better
known as "Liz," dreams of more
comfortable things. "If only we
could have "Hot" water in the faucet marked "Hot"- or, better, if we
could only have hot water". Jack
~ill , when approached, pondered a
blt, then came out with-"We have
too much work- not enough time
for social activities." Last, but not
least, George Dillinger gives his
waiter's side of the question. "I
think the people who gripe about
the food are utterly stupid." Well,
that's that!
I might add that among the students who prefer to remain anonymous was the male who remarked
that he thinks the house-mothers
are a little too inquisitive. He claims
you can't sit in the reception room
with that girl (harmlessly reading
a periodical!) but that you are
rudely interrupted (with the reading, of course) by the pl'eceptress
who is making the rounds "every
minute, on the minute." I ask,
"Why should you mind?"
All in all, my dearies, there you
are. Here is the proverbial "proverb
for the day"-"Although one does
become tired of peaches, peaches,
and more peaches, that certain
fruit does contain quite a bit of
peach-or, drat it,- that fruit does
contain quite a bit of nutritive
value, and is considered a delicacy
in other places, far removed from
Ursinus." Who cares about Siberia
anyway?

I

j

MO~DAY,

NOVEMBER 1, 1948

.~~~---~~~~~~~~~

DON'T MISS
"THE RUBY"

LANDES MOTOR CO.
Collegeville & Yerkes, Pa.

BLOCK'S

FORD SALES and SERVICE -

Norristown
Pottstown
Jenkintown

I

Have a Professional
Gay Deb Cold PERMANENT Ends

Merchandise of Merit
Since 1884

,ROBERT TOHNSTON

CLOTHINGfor all the family.

HAIR
STYLIST
476 Main st., Collegeville
Student Price - $5.00 complete
Hair Cut 75c Shampoo & Wave 1.25

I

FURNISHINGSfor home.

MEET and EAT
AT THE

COLLEGE

DINER

First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville

Never Closed

PERSONAL SUPPLIES
-JEWELRY

-SCHOOL SUPPLIES

SUPPLY

-BREAKFAST

STORE

~L

II

"Cross road of the campus"

Pre-Legal Society

Wednesday evening the pre- .
Legal Society held its meeting at
Super house where it was the guest
of Mr. Donald Helfferich, the
group's advisor. Two new members
were elected into the Society-Joseph Suchoza '50, and Jack Corcoran '50. James Lorimer, the president of the organization, outlined
the most common problems which
confront the student planning to
enter law school.

• • • • •

Bus-Ad Club
Mr. Philip West, Assistant Vicepresident of the New York Stock
Exchange and director of the Department of Stock List, will give a
talk on stock listings at the regular Business Administration Club
meeting at 7 p. m. Monday, November 8, in S-12.

-CHESTERFIELD IS BUILDING
ANOTHER FACTO'RY
BECAUSE ALL OVER AMERICA MORE MILLIONS
OF SMOKERS ARE ASKING FOR

• • • • •

Ruby
Pictures of Juniors, Seniors and
second semester Sophomores will
be taken during the week of November 8 for the 1949 Ruby. Steve
Arvanitis, Ruby editor, states that
the exact dates of the pictures axe
as yet undecided, but that they will
be posted in the near future. The
charge for the pictures will be
$1.75, payable when the picture is
taken.
The Ruby editors have been in
conference this past week with the
publishers and Arvanitis says that
things are progressing well. Social
affairs are being planned for the
benefit of the Ruby with a gala
event (something different), scheduled for November.
Anyone who took pictures of the
Freshmen during Soph Rules is
asked to contact Steve.

• • • • •

French Club
The French Club has announced
that it plans to travel into Philadelphia this Wednesday evening to
see the French film "Carmen."
Transportation for at least twentyfi ve has been arranged and special
late permissions will be granted
women students who attend.

·.. . .

Musical Activities

On Thursday, November 18, the
Glee Club will combine with the
Meistersingers to give a concert I
consisting of secular music. The
Meistersingers have also planned
three church concerts for the near
future.
The college band is reorganizing
with the aim of adding to its present membership.
OFFICIAL CLEANERS

FOR URSINUS COLLEGE
AGENTS: - Bill Myers, Roy Todd,
Ken Reinhart, John Vance

COLLEGEVILLE CLEANERS
339 MAIN STREET

Soon our newest factory will be
taking its place in the Chesterfield
sky line in Durham, N. C., where the
Chesterfield factory group is already
"A city within a city."
With the addition of this modern
factory, efficient in every way, Chesterfield will continue to keep smokers
from coast to coast well supplied with
the cigarette that is -

SO MILD THEY SATISFY MILLIONS
SO MI LO THEY'LL SATISFY YOU-

